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A LETTER TO OUR COMMUNITY
With seven hospitals and more than three dozen clinics and care centers across
Northeast and Central Wisconsin, ThedaCare offers families the most convenient
and comprehensive medical care in the region. We are proud of our network of
doctors, hospitals and health care professionals who come together to provide
a complete, one-stop solution for all the community’s medical needs.
For generations, our patients have turned to us for world-class care – and we are
committed to providing enhanced access to that expertise.
Recently, a group of cardiologists decided to leave ThedaCare and chose to no
longer be a part of our clinical network. We want to thank them for their service
and we look forward to working with them in the future, especially when their
patients need more advanced treatments in our facilities.
As President of ThedaCare, I want to assure the community that we will continue
to have a world-class team of cardiologists, cardiothoracic surgeons and
cardiovascular team members… and our program will grow. Here are the facts:

•

ThedaCare is expanding the cardiovascular program. We are adding
twelve new cardiologists to seamlessly provide patients with the care they
need – no matter how serious – and we are continuing to invest in new
technologies to do so.

•

ThedaCare is the only Wisconsin member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network.
The network gives our physicians and patients direct access to Mayo Clinic
experts and clinical resources for second opinions without having to leave
the area.

•

Our patients will continue to beneﬁt from our nationally and regionally
recognized services. ThedaCare provides expert care close to home.
At any of our locations, ThedaCare physicians access your information
in one electronic health record – seamless, comprehensive care no matter
where you are.

At ThedaCare, our patients are our top priority. At every clinic appointment,
home visit, or hospital stay, and every phone call in between, we want to make
you glad you chose ThedaCare. Thank you for placing your trust in us.

Sincerely,

Imran A. Andrabi, MD
President and CEO, ThedaCare

thedacare.org/cardiovascular

